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The playbook for working remotely 
that existed even a month ago has 

been thrown out the window. 



The playbook for working remotely 
that existed even a month ago has 

been thrown out the window. 

What challenges do 
you face when 
working in a virtual 
environment?



Webinar Objectives

In this webinar we will explore resiliency in 
the virtual environment:

• Factors within and beyond our control, 
• Acceptance based coping and 
• How to connect to a place of inner peace.



Resiliency is what you seek 
more of as you face planned 
and/or unplanned life changes 
and challenges.



No matter how you spell it 
Resiliency

refers to your capacity to handle change 
and the difficulties, demands, and stress 

that come with the choices you make. 



The World is 
Changing

Times are changing, and as a result, 
things on the job are changing too. 

Driven by technology, information and 
people global changes are rapid and 
complex, and loaded with challenges! 

If you try to manage change the same 
way you’ve managed a stable routine 
situation, you will struggle.  

It’s time to switch gears, it’s time to 
implement a personal and professional 
resiliency strategy.



CHANGE
is often both 

rapid and 
complex!



Rapid
Complex+

= Raplexity
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Most can handle RAPID change if one at a timeMost can handle COMPLEX change if enough time to plan, implement, recoverToday’s world require us to handle RAPID/COMPLEX change dailyQ:  How many feel you are living in a world of raplexity?Transition:  Raplexity puts new meaning on change.  Even though change is not new to us…



CHANGE:

Rational
Logical

TRANSITION:

Emotional
Psychological

Change Versus Transition
It’s not the change that does you in… it’s the transition.
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Even though the changes are made for logical business reasons, the transitions are often impact people and therefore you will often see four levels in how people manage change… 



Betrayal

New Way

Ending

Denial

Identity 
Crisis

Search for 
Solutions

Transition Curve
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Tool/Guideline:  Communicate, Communicate, communicate  (not in participant guide)Flip chart curveEnding:  Communication InformationWhy before WHAT and HOWSet Expectations Meet RealityTransition:  Communicate Support- Magnetize self to bad news -Listen, but do not encourage helplessness -Keep balanced perspectiveBeginning:  Communicate Vision-focus on the possibilities, not the problems-create a picture of what they can do to be successful for themselves, their customers, their co-workers, and their company.Key Point:  You can quickly lead yourself/others through transitions by communicating information, communicating support, communicating vision daily.Transition:  Even the best communication will still need your continuing follow up  to prevent people from spending energy on non-value adding information…



Transition Curve to
Resiliency

New
Way

Ending

Cope Adapt Explore Create
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Page 1  4 Levels of Change-Cope/Adapt are reactive, drain energy-exploit/create are proactive, build energyTransition:  Operating at the 4th level of change will require you to lead yourself/others quickly through three phases.  Three phases of change-Ending:  Letting go of “comfortable” old way -Transition: Exploratory stage, learning a new way-Beginning:  Reaching or exceeding pre-transition levelsTransition:  So your goal is to get yourself/others through the transition curve as quickly as possible.  Let’s give you a chance to practice….  Exercise:  Write Name 



Transition: Support

New Way
Vision

Ending:  
Information

Transition Curve to
Resiliency
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Those
Factors 
Within & 
Beyond 
Your 
Control



Those 
Factors 
Within & 
Beyond 
Your 
Control

Know What You 
Can Influence!



Acceptance 
Based Coping

Acceptance Based Coping means 
coming to peace with the current 
situation, instead of trying to alter 

or deny it. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Acceptance-based approach involves the deliberate taking in or actively managing your experiences without needless defense. There is a growing body of evidence suggesting that acceptance-based coping is predictive of more positive outcomes.



Three Guarantees of Change
• First Guarantee: Change won’t go away, it 

will only go faster. 
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Presentation Notes
Page 9Each of us is accountableQ:  How many of you are wondering if you boss has attended this workshop?Q:  What would happen if you waited for higher management to model this?Q:  What would happen if you waited for all the systems in Verizon Wireless to change to support all the initiatives?Key point:  Set expectations that meet reality…the critical person to lead first is you!     (next slide)
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planned, change is rarely  
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Inner peace is a choice and many of 
your habits determine how much 
peace you experience in your daily 
life and within your virtual 
environments.



Connecting to a Place of 
Inner Peace

1. Focus your what you can control or have 
some degree of influence over

2. Take care of you
3. Do good deeds
4. Be assertive
5. Avoid trying to change others
6. Be true to yourself

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focus your on those things you can control or have some degree of influence on.Take care of you.Do good deedsBe assertiveAvoid trying to change othersBe true to yourself.



Gain Resiliency in the 
Virtual Environment



Resiliency is born of:
• Optimism
• Flexibility
• Innovation
• Risk Tolerance
• Stress Tolerance



Thank you.
Next Webinar is 04/21/20 @ 11:00 am

“How to Stay Mindful When Working From Home” Karen Klingberg

• nbdc.unomaha.edu/training
• 402.554.2521

• nbdc@unomaha.edu
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